A Stirling success

Stirling Golf Club has initiated a ten-year development programme. Course Manager James Lindsay is working closely with Swan Golf Designs to achieve a better golf course. Howard Swan outlines the plans, the reasons behind them and explains why a close and harmonious relationship between greenkeeper and architect is so important.

HOW TO REPAIR A PITCHMARK

1. Take your ball mark repair tool and insert the prongs into the turf at the edge of the depression. Do NOT insert the prongs into the depression itself, but at the rim of the depression.
2. Then push the edge of the ball mark toward the centre, using your ball mark repair tool in a gentle twisting motion.

3. This is where golfers who try to repair ball marks usually mess up. Many golfers believe the way to fix a ball mark is to insert the tool at an angle, so the prongs are beneath the center of the crater, and then to use the tool as a lever to push the bottom of the ball mark back up even with the surface. Do not do this!

4. Pushing the bottom of the depression upward only tears the roots, and kills the grass.

Keep 14 August in mind and follow @greenkeeperdave @golfclubnbeds @clearswing on Twitter for details.
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The crucial relationship between greenkeeper and architect revealed
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Wrong:

Using the prongs as levers to push up the bottom of the depression

Right:

Using the prongs to push grass at the edge of the depression toward the centre

PITCHMARKS

Educate your members with our poster
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